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§1 Introduction 
A (left) pre-Hilbert A-module over a certain c·.algebra A is an 
A-module Je equipped with an A-valued non degenerate conJugate
bilinear mapp 1ng <:,:> :Xx X _ A, <-,?- being A-l1n\3ar 
at the first argument. Jr is Hilbert if it is complete with 
respect to the norm /1./1" 11<·. -)11;/2 • We euppose always that the 
linear structures of A and of X are compatible. For basic facts 
concerning Hilbert C·-moduli we refer to [7]. A Hilbert A-module. .;e over a C -algebra A is called self-dual if every bounded 
module map r: X _ A is of the form <:.&) for some a£X. In 
this paper we restrict our attention mainly to Hilbert w·-modu
Ii • For them some more facts are known as in the general case. 
~e need the following ones 

Definition 1.1.: ~,oef.7J 
Let A be a W·-algebra, Jr be a pre-Hilbert A-module and P be the 
set of all normal states on A. The topology induced on~ by the 
semi-norms 

f(<-._»1/2, h-P, 

is denoted by~. The topology induced on ~ by the lineer func
t10nale 

f( <: .9» . y.X, fEP, 

ie denoted by T2. 
We remerk that. in general. the tOPologY~2 i8 weeker then the 
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topology "Ii' and that they are both weaker then the norm topology. 

Throughout this paper we use the following notatio,n. If X is a 

subset of the Hilbert W·-module ~. [~]; denotes the set 

lAx: >, "'1<+, if E Xo} where .1<.0 is tne <::'l-completion of the set 
[x~X: II)('I/:Ii i) . 
Theorem 1.2.1 [4.Th.9] 

Let A be a W·-algebra and ;:;e be a lIilpert A-module. The following 

conditione are equivalent 

( 1) 	 ~ ie self-dual. 

( 11) The unit .bell of;Je is complete with resPect to the 

topologYL1 , i.e. ;K. ['X];. 
(1ii) 	The unit ball of ~ is complete with resPect to the 

topology T 2 • 

Corollary 1.3.: 14.Cor.ll] 


If A 18 a w·-elgebra and "}e is a self-dual Hilbert A-module the 


linear epan of the range of the A-valued inner product on X 

becomes both a W·-eubalgebra and an ideal in A. 


Theorem 1.4.: (!.prop.3.10.] 


Let A be a w·-algebra and::lf!: be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. 


Then, the set EndA(art:) of all bounded A-linear operators on ~ 


is a W·-algebra. 


These facts make clear that in the case of de beinS) a self-dual 


Hilbert w·-module. the spectral t;,eorem ( r~O,Th.l.11.3J) is 


valid for each self-adjoint element of EndA(qe). 110reover, there 


exists a poler decomposition for each element of EndA(Je) in 


EndA(X). This is of importance throughout this peper. 


Now let A be a commutative W·-algebra. tie be a self-dual Hilbert 


A-module. §2 deals with real self-dual Hilbert Ah-submodu1es X 

of d(' and with some bounded operators arising from them. In 


particular. a conjugate-A-linear involution J on ~ with respect 


to~ is defined. §3 investigates tho strongly continuous one


parameter group [.::::lit; t£ IF} defined for e.,ch K X on;;e. The 


relation of this group to a generalized K.11.5. condition is 


established. We remark that tile main definitions of :;2 and :';3 


ere formulated without the restriction to A to be commut~tive. 


§4 gives en interpretation of the results of the fo~mer paragraphs 


in terms of locally trivial Hilbert bundles over hyperstonian 


compact spaces. In §5 some aspects of the genera] noncommutative 


case are discussed. Other applicet ions can be found in (];]. 
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§2 On 	 sollie real subspaces of self-dual Hilbert W·-moduli and 

related ~perators 

Let A be e W·-algebra and;;e be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. 

~e suppose without loss of generality that the linear span of 

the range of the A-valued inner product on ~ is identical with 

A. (cf. Cor.1.3.). Let.x be a norm-closed real subspace of :7e 
being inveriant under the action of ~(A)h ( the selfadjoint part 

of the centre of A ) and having the follOWing properties : 

(i) X 1'1 iJ(" Co} • 
(11) X +iX is norm-ddnse in'jf: • 

(iii) 	X .. [X]r 

As an example one can take A .. de and Ah .. X • The following 

assertions make clear why the third condition above is necessary. 

Definition 2.1.: 

X.L = rx fi de : <x.y> + <V,x> .. 0 for any ye xl. 
Proposition 2.2.: ~.Lis a norm-closed real subspace of~ being 

invariant under the action of <'(A)h and satisfying the conditions 
.t - J. [ .LJ_.rX n X '" {oJ.:K .. X 1: • 

f:.!:.22.f.l The connection X n X,,J..=[6} follows from the non dege

noracy of the A-valued inner product on;;e. The equality 

<y.ax> + <ax,v> .. <v,i>.a + a'(x.v) 
" a <y.x) + <ii,v>a 
.. <aY.i<) + <)(,a'1) 

o 

( eEj(A)h' Xl' ~ y€X) shows that XJ.. is a real subspace of 

;;e being invariant under the action of J-(A)h' If we conSider a 

bounded set [x",,- :x"", € X.i.. c,(. E I. r 2-lim x..: - X EO dt:"'J we get 

o .. lim f( <\.-.y) + <f,x...») 
0«(1 

.. f( <x.V) + <y,x» 
for any 'lEX, any normal state f on A. I.e •• xe-J'C

J. 
and, thus. 

J. J..] by Theorem 1.2. X • [X r' The norlll-collpleteness is obviOUS 

now. 
J...L 	 -z/

Corollary 2.3.: (X) .. J'<- • 

Therefore. we have shown the necessity of the condition (iii) 

above. We remark that this condition i8 satisfied eutoll.tically 

if A is finite dimensional,(i.e.,particularly. if~ is • Hilbert 
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is satisfied. 1.e. the operator R is A-linear. If now ~(x).6 for 

u certain xE~we obtain 

(3 ) o 	 <,«x) ,x> + <X:.R(X» 

<rex) .x> + <J< .P(x» + <Q(x).X> + <x:,Q(X)') 
= 2·( <P(x) .P(x» + <Q(x) ,Q(X» ), cf. (1), 

Consequently. P(x)=Q{x)"O. SinceX+iX is dl3n,;e inX tllere fol

lows x,,5. Thus. R is an 	 injllctive o;>erator. Furthermore. since R 

has a conjugate operdtor R- in ~ndA{Jt':') the equality below is valid: 

(4) 	 = <R2(x) .y) + (V.R2{X» 

<jP+P'2+'JP+Q)(X).V) + <V.{P+')I.!+'H'+'!)(X» 

«P+Cl)(X).(P+Q)(Y» + «P+Q)(Y).(p+,,){x» • cf. (1) 

<:R(x) .R(y» + <R{y) ,I~(X» 
<i~-KP().Y> + <y,R-R(i<» 

for any x,ye dt:'" • Therefore. (fl-I~-)R=O. ,jacause of the injectivity 

of R we draw R=R-, Using (3) we get 

<i~(x) 	 • 1/2·( <1~(x),x> + <i<.I~(X») 


.. 1/2.( <f'(x),f'{i<» + <Q(x).Q(x») 


~O 

for any X E"~. On t,le otiler hand 

<<«x) .x> <:: 2, 4.x:> 
for any xe.;;rby (2). ConseqUClntly. o&' I< ,The proof for (2-lq 

is analogous changing P,Q to (1-P).(1-Q). 

Lemma 2.6.: (P-Q). T and .J are injective operators. (P-Q) and .J 

are conjugate-A-linear. 	whereas (f'_~)2 and T are A-linear, The 

equalities 	J2=id~ and T=R1/ 2 (2_R)1/2 are vali~ and the oporators 

.J and T commute. 

Proof: The 	 following equality is satisfied for any a=81+a2 i E" A. 

( a • <E" A	 ), and any X € K
1 h
 

(P-Q)(ax)" a 'P(X) + a 2·P{ix) - 8 1'Q(x) - a 2'Q(iX)
1
,. 8 ' P( x) + a i' Q( x) - a 1, Q( x) - a 2 i- p(x)

1 2 
" (a1-a i)(P-Q)(x).2

I.e .. (P-Q) is conjugate-A-line"r and, correspondin~Jl'l. (p_Q)2 is 
2 	 2.A-linear. 	,ioreover. (P-tJ) "P-PQ-QP+Q=(2-R)R, and thus. (P-Q) is 

a selfadjoint positive, 	injective operator onX. ':Ie define the 

operator 	T:;Je _de by the formula 

.T" ~p_Q)2J1/2 = (2_R)1/2Rl/2. 
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space). Now we pass on to considerations about tha properties of 

such real aubspaces~ of~ supposing A to be commutative. 

Proposition 2.4.: There exist two Ah-linear projections 

P:;K' -X and Q:X _ iX. tho operetor norms of which are 

equal to one. They fulfil the equalities 

(1) 	 <P(x),V> + <V,P(X» .. <l<.P(Y» + <p(y).x) 
.. <P(x) .P(y» + <P(y) ,P(x» 

<Q(x),y) 	+ <v,Q(xV .. <x,Q(Y» + <Q(Y).x> 
.. <Q(X),I1(Y» + ql(Y),G(x» 

for any x,YEX. 

.!:!:2.2!J. We can consider the real self-dual Hilbert Ah -module 

de. .. [de, <-,.) + <: •. ) - J. since A is a real "I--algebra with 

identical 	involution. ThE! set X_ .. fX. <-,? + <:,'> -} is a 

real self-dual Hilbert Ah-submodule of ~_. From [4.Th.9,proof] 

we draw that X_ • X_ + X:. Thus. ~here exists a projection 

p:X --'l>K defined by the rule P: ;r"__ X_. The projection 

satisfies the condition (1) by its definition and it is Ah-linear. 

Keeping in mind that P acts on:K as tha identical mep the in

equality 

(2) -G,x>" «P+(l-P»(x),(P+(l-P»(i.» 

• <P(x),P(x» + «l-P)(X),(l-P)(x:j) 

~ <P(x) ,P(x» 

being valid for any X € Je. shows 1/ PIt 1. Tha proof is analogous 

for Q. 

The projections P and Q do not commute. in general. We define 

R:. P+Q and 3T:w P-Q. where T is e positive selfadjoint operator 

and 3 is a partial isometry. 

Lemma 2.5.: R is an injective A-linear operator on~. The con

nection O:;R:f2 is valid. The same is true for tna operator (2-R). 

Proof: Denoting by i the square root from (-1) we can state the 

equalities iP w Qi and lQ. Pi • Taking an element c"c1 +c2 i E' A, 

(c1 ,C2 EAh ), and xeiJC arbitrarily the equality 

R(cx) • P(ci) + Q(cx) 

• c 1' PpC) 	 + c 2' P( ix) + cf Q( x) + Ci Q( ix) 

• c 1'P(x) 	+ c 2 i'Q(x) + c 1'Q(x) + C2 i'P(x) 

• c·(P(x} + Q(x» 

• c·R(x) 
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Thus, T is a A-linear, bounded, injective, selfadjoint positive 
operator onX. The SBtS [T(X)]r and [T2(.K)]~ are both equal to 
~. There exists a map J for which the equality JT .. (P-Q) is 
satisfied on ~ since the operators T and (P-Q) are injective and 
T2 .. (p_Q)2. J l1laps T(~) into~. Out of the equality (p_Q)2 .. 

.. JTJT .. T2 we draw T .. JTJ since T is injective. Hence, J can be 
extended to a map defined on;;e being bounded, conjugate-A-linear 
and injective. Furthermore, the existence of the inverse operator 
J- 1 defined on~ being bounded, conjugate-A-linear and injective 
is guarante ed .'.'/EiI obtain JT ,. TJ-1 and T2 '" ;JTJT ,. ;JT2J-1 , i.e. 
JT2 .. T2J • ConsequEilntly, J commutes with T~ and thereforEil, with T. 

'" 	 J ..1 --~ d J 2Moreover, J on an .. id~·. 

Lemma 2.7.: T qommutEils with P,Q and R. The equalities JP .. (1-Q);J, 
JQ ,. (1-P)J and JR • (2-R)J are valid. 

Proof: (cf. Ca,F-roof of Prop.2.2.7) 
The equality T2p .. (p_r]j2p .. p(p_Q)2 '" PT2 shows that P commutes 

with T~ and hence, with T. The proof for Q and R is analogous. 
The following equality is valid: 

TJP" JTP .. (P-Q)P .. (1- ll)(P-Q) .. (1-Q)JT '" T(l-U)J • 
Since T is injective we get JP .. (l-~)J • The Eilquality ;JQ '" (l-P)J 
can be proved by analogous computations. For R we obtain the ~OuAht 
equation adding the first two. 

Lemma 	 2.a.: 
( 1) 	 <J(X) 'V) .. <J(y) ,x> for any x,y~.;e". 

( ii) <J(X),X> ~ 0 for any xEX. 

¢P<l ,x> ~ 0 for any x€ iX. 


Proof: There yields PJP '" P(1-~)J .. P(P-Q)J = PTJ2 '" PT. Thus, 
<;J(x).x> + <X,J(x»~ 0 for any x""Xsince T is positive and 

P and T commute, (cf. (1». On the other hand 

0 .. <lex) .ix> + <!x,:J(x» 

,. i- ( <.X. J ( j ) > - < J ( x) • x> ) 


for any xEX, (cf. Lemma 2.7.). Consequently, x).x> .. <X.J(x», 
<J(X) ,x> ~ 0 for any X EX and 4(9) ,V>;; 0 for any y€ 1 X. 
Furthermore, the equality 

0 	 .. i·( <iy,J(X» + <J(x).Yi» 


,. QPC) ,V> - <V.J(x» 


holds 	for any x,yEX (or respectively. x,yE: iX). (ct. Lemma 

() 

2.6.). Thus. 

(5) 	 Q(x).V>" (V,J(x»eAh for any X.YE.<:"(or. respecti 
vely. x,VI!' iX). 

If we consider now x=x1+x2 , Y=Y1+Y2 ( x1 ,Y1EX. X2.V2tlX) 
there yi/illds 

.. <J(x) .V> 
= 	 ,o(l<1). vi> + O(X2 ),V2>+ i'( <J(X1).iV2> + <;J(1X2 ).'f1» 
.. <J(Yl)IX1» + <J(Y2)'X~ - i'( <;J(i)'2) ,x;> + <,J(Y:j.),1Xz'» 
.. <J(y) IX> 

(cf. Lemma 2.7. and (5». Since X+i X i5 norm-dense in dt" the 
equality <'l(xl,v> .. <J(Y).x> is sDtisfiecl for any X.YEiit:. 

..I. -v .J.
Corollary 2.9.: J(X) = (iX) ,;J( i..-) .. X • 

This fol~ows from Lemma 2.7 •• Finally. we can formulate the 
following 

Proposition 2.10.: 
(i) 	 Rand (2-R) are A-linear, injective operators with the pro

perty 0 ~R~2, 0::22-R~2. 
(ii) T 	is injective and A-linear. T • R1/2(2_R)1/2. 

(iii) 	J is conjugate-A-linear and injective. 3 2 .. id~. 
For any x,yE£yields <J(x).V> .. <;J(y),x> • 

(iv) 	 T commutes with P,Q,R,;J. 
(v) 	 JP" (1-C!lJ, ;:Jq .. (l-PP, JR .. (2-R)J. 

For a 	 better geometrical characterization of the operator ;J we 
show 

Proposition 2.11.: The operator;J defined above is the unique 
conjugate-A-linear partial isometry with the two properties: 
(1) J(X) .. iX.L, J(i7<') 3 

(ii) 	 <J(x),x>;;;: 0 for any x~K, <J(x) 0 for any XEiX 

Proof I (cL [a,Prop.2.3.]) 
The operator J has the properties (i) and (ii) as we have shown at 
Lemmata 2.7. and 2.9 •• Let K be another conjugate-A-linear partial 
isometry satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) above. We get 
(JK)P. J(1-Q)K. P(JK). i.e., ;JI< commutes with P. Simllarly1t can 
be proved that JK commutes with Q and. hence. with Rand T. 
Consequently, 

(6) 	 (JK)(RT) • (RT)(JK) • «P+Q)(P-Q);J)(;JK) • (P(1-Q)-Q(1-P»K 
• 	 PKP - QKQ 
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.. K«l-Q)P-(l-P)Q) .. (I(J)(J(P+Q)(P-Q» 

• (I<J)( RT ) • 

Since RT is injective, ,JK ~ KJ. Furthermore. from (6) and (ii) we 

draw (RT)(JI<) ~ 0 onX, (et. Lemma 2.8.). Because of the unique

ness of the polar decomposition and since RT ~ 0 the equality 

JI< .. id£ must be satisfied. Hence, J ., K. 

iJefinition 2.12.: We take ~,X- and iX os at the beginning of 

this paragraph. There exists an operator S defined on D(S) ..)(+i~ 

by the forml.lla 

S(x+y):- x-y, j(E,k". yeiK. 

..t ""1'/-'
The operator S is unbounded. in general. Since i~ and ~ fulfil 

the conditions "iX'-;' X~{i5}n and "(iX.i+Xl is dense inX M , 

.J. -r/-"
also there exists an operator F defined on D(F)=iJ( +JC by the 

formula 

F( x+'1):- x-V • X IE i y1 y € KJ.. 

It is also unbounded, in general. F and S are closed operators. 

Proposition 2.13.: 

( 1) 	 F" ,JSJ, F .. s·. 

(11) 	 «2-R)S)(x),. (JT)(x) for any xED(S). 

(lii) 	Taking ~:.. (2_R)R-1 the polar decomposition is described 
by S .. JLJ1/2, F .. JLJ- 1/ 2 • 

Proof: (ct. @,§6,Prop.]) 


The equality F-JSJ follows from Corollary 2.10 •• Taking x IE X, 

ye iX. Z IE iX.l. t eX.i we get 


<S(x+y) .z+t> " <X-V,i+t> 

.. <!A,z,"> - ~.V 


<X+y.z-t> 

.. q+y.F(z+t» 

Therefore. F:;; S·. On the other hand the equality 

<x-y,z> • <S(x+y),z> .. <x+y.s·(z» 

ls satisfied for any ZED(S·). x~K, yEiX. If '1,,0 there holds 

(z-s·(z»€X.L. Taking xaa we get (z+S·(Z))E iX~ Consequently. 

2-1/2'( (z+S·(Z)}+(z-S·(Z)J.lE O(F). Thus. F=S·. Furthermore. 

«2-R)S)(X+Y) .. (2-P-(l)(x-y) .. (l-P)('l<-y) + (l-Q)(x-y) 

• (l-Q)(x) - (l-P)(y) " (P-Q)(x.y) 

.. JT(x+y) 
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for any XEeX. 'IE iX. There follows (2-R)S.JT on ;](~)~X • 

From (i) we hav~ (JS)·.S·,JaFJ=JS on O(S), (cf. (5». Hance, JS is 

selfadjoint. On the other hand (RJS)(x)-T(x) for any X ELl(G), (et. 

(ii) above and Lemma 2.7.). Consequently. ,JS(x)=«2_R)1/2R-l/2)(x) 

and X£D(L1 1/ 2 ). Therefore. ;Js&iLfl/2 and since selfadjoint opera

tors are maximal ,JS=L11/2. The second equality cael be proved in 

a similar way. 

Corollary 2.14.: .d1/ 4X = -1/4(i::K'l. 41/4 (i]() = -1/~ 

Uemark 2.15.: The naturally arising question is why we did not 

• 	 treat the subject of §2 in the following way: 

First, suppose 1\ being a 6" -finite rI·-alg(~bra. Then,thClrc exists a 

normal faithful state f on A and ot" can be completed to a liilbert 

space ~ with the inner product f(<-.-». InvestigatlngXf , the 

norm-completion of Yin X f • we would get operators Pf.llf.Rf,,Jf' 

and Lif on ,J/'?f as done at [8.'):';l,2J. There would "remain" only 

to rClstrict all these operators to ](?~~,,ff' 

Secondly. we would generalize these results for non-.(-finite 

,'1·-al,jebras A USing the construction of [l,p.164]. 

l3ut, unfortunately. all these operators. in general, do not lenve 

X .1'f invariant and/or LIre not J U')h-linaar, at least if h is 

not comwutative (cf. §5 of this paper). 

Therefore, we can m61<e use of t:lis motilo! oilly if tile existence 

of the appropriate modulo operiJtors is alrlludy known. '-o,wc will 

do in tile following pariJ[Jraph. 

iloreovBr, it seems to bo pos,.iulo to 'Jen0r"lize tle r,H;>ults of 

this paragrdpil if t\ is JssumoJ only to ue any comr.1ututive C·-alge

bra. Tile conJition (iii) forY reformulates tilen as followo: 

(iii)'")::" is a real self-dual Hilbert "h-sub:ilodule of ;:;l(? • 

For suggestions in this d~n,ctio'l look at :,4 of the present paper. 

§3 One-paramet () r lJ roups and t he generalized 1<.11.0;. condit ion 

In this paragraph we consider strongly continuous unitary ont]

para,net er groups on sel f-dudl l1ilbert "--modules.7(': Sdt isfying a 

generaliZl~d I( .• M.S. condition with respect to real subspactls.K • 
as they wore defined at §2 of this paper. ~specially. supposing A 

to be commututive, we define the group it: tE(Rf in terms of 

the operator R related to X c:: X . This group is obtained to be 

characterized by the generalized 1<.11.5. condition. ::lie remark the 

close relations of our results to the results of M.A.Rieffel • 

I} 
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A. van uaele [8'83J and to the subject of F.Combes,H.Zettl [2.§3] • 

suppose A is a commutative H--algebra. According to Theorem 2.10 •• 

(l.). Rand (2-R) are both injective. A-linear. selfadjoint positive 

operators for which 0;;;R~2. O;';;(2-R}$2. From 0-0.Th.1.11.3J we 

draw the spectral representation of Rand (2-R). The spectral mea

sure. therefore. is concentrated on the open interval (0.2). Now 

we can define the one-parameter groups Rit; and (2_R}it. t<ffR. 

since the map A~ A it is correctly defl.ned. bounded and conti 

nuous on (0.2) for any tEIR. These groups commute and are strongly 

continuous on de. r·loroover. the equality 

(7) JRit.J .. (2_R}-it 

is satisfied for any t<;;IR. (cf. Prop.2.10 •• (5.». where the minus 

sign in the right exponent is caused by the conjugate-A-linearity 

of J. 

;Jef init ion 3.1.: Let.LI it :_ (2-R) itR-it. tEJR. so that ~it: t 

is a strongly continuous unitary one-paramet9r group defined on~. 

PrOposition 3.2.: For any tElR thore holds 
(i) J~lt D ~lt.J. 

L
(ii) Ll it (X) "x. Llit(X.l) .X • 

4
(iii) Ll it~.1/4(Kj]; ..(LjV 4(X)];= 0-1/ ( lkL.,]-r= 

..~it~-1/4(i](~11~ • 

Proof: (cf. [a.Proof of Prop.3.3.]) 

According to {7} we get 

JL1 it = J(2_R)itR-lt 

.. R-itJR- it 

R- 1t ( 2-R) it J 

" ..::lit;) 

for any t" (R since Rit and (2-R)itcommute. i.e •• the group {.LIit : 
t" ud commutes with J. Since this group is a function of R it 

commutes with T and R. Thus, it commutes with P and Q. Consequently. 

L]it( 7<') § J( and also Ll-itC~/) exsince tl'lR is arbitrarily 

chosen, l.e •• .Ljit(J<) -K. The other equality can be proved in 

the same way. The connection (iii) follows from Corollary 2.14 •• 

Suppose now A is a w--algebra. nnn commutative in general. ~e re

mark that an A-valued function g defined on O(g)~C is called to 

be analytic if g is strong analytic in the sense of [l,prop.2.5.21J. 
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Definition 3.3.: (the generalized K.M.S. condition) 

Let A be a w--algebra and X be a self-dual Hilbert A-module. A 

strongly continuous unitary one-parameter group {U : tEIR} definedt 
on~ is said to satisfy the generalized K.M.S. condition with 

respect to the real norm-complete subspace X of ;;e • X baing 

invariant under the action of }(A)h and satisfying the conditions 

(i) - (Hi) at the beginning of §2, if for any x,yEXthere exists 

a map g: C --+ A defined. bounded and continuous on (Z:-1::;Im(z);;fo} 

and analytic in the interior of this strip, with boundary values 

given by 

t 
 g( t) "(Ut(x) ,y) 

get-i) " <y.Ut(x» 

for any tEIR. 

PrOposition 3.4.: Such a function g as it is defined by Definition 

3.3. is unique. 

Proof: Suppose thero are two functions g and h with the same given 

properties. Furthermore, first suppose A being l-finite. Then, 

there exists a normal faithful state f on A and the complex-valued 

function f«g-h)(g-h)-) is defined, bounded and continuous on 

[z: -l;;Im(z)~Ol, analytic in the interior of this strip with 

trivial boundary conditions. By [B,p.195] this function must be 

equal to zero on tne given strip. (cf. Remark 2.14.). Consequently. 

g=h on [z: -1~Im(z)~ol. 
If A is not ~ -finite by [1.p.164] there exists en increasing 

directad net {Pot: ...:: E I} of projections, p.,.E A. such that p"<APot is 

'1 
b.-finite for any c:>< e I and w--lim Poe ~ ~. Investigating the 

Hilbert p.,£AP..:-module ~"&",,II(. Po{ .(.;) P<><.J. :fC..t:-p""X and the func

tions p... gp"". p""hp"" for any'" oG!rI we get p""gA.<-p""hp".; on the strip 

[z: -1 ;;;rlm(Z)~O]. Hence. g_h on this strip. 

Proposition 3.5.: Suppose the situation given in Definition 3.3 •• 

A stronJly continuous unitary one-parameter group {U : tE"lR} ont 
~satisfies the generalized K.M.S. condition with respect to ~ 
if and only if for any x.y eX there exists a function g: c:_ A 

defined. bounded and continuous on {z: -1/2;;fIII(Z):;;20}. analytiC 

in the interior of this strip with boundary conditions 

get) - ('Ut P:1),V) for any telR. 

g( t-i/2) " Ah for any t EIR. 
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Proof: If i,y €:eX are given we define g (a-bi) :ag( a-( i-b) i) - for 

~mber SEm, b£[j./2,1]. This function is defined, bounded and 

continuous on {z: -1 :;rIme z)~ o} and has bounda ry values 

get) a <Ut(x),V) • 

get-i) .. ~V,Ut(~):> 
for any t ~IR. Iff is an arbit rary normal, st at e on A t"e canst ruc

tion above gives us the Sahwar z reflection principle applied to 

the analytic function f(g(z}) along the line Im(z)=-1/2. i.e •• 

f(g(z» is analytic on [z: "'l~Im(z)~O}for any normal state f on A. .. 
Therefore. 9 is analytic pn this strip. 

Conversel y. suppose tile generalized I< .1'1.",. condition is valid and 9 

is the K.I-1.5. function. tJef:l,ning another function h: II: _A by the 

formula h(z) :=g(z-i)- we heve two functions g,h with the same pro

perties and boundary values. Since the is uniqueK.,I.". func t ion 

(Prop. 3.4.). 9=1'1 and 9(t-i/2)2h(t-i/2)-,I(t-i/2)- for any t €lR. 


Consequently. g(t-i/2) E'Ah for any t<l!:lR. 


Now we return to conSider the group {Ljit: tEO lR 1 in the case of A 


being commutative. 


Lemma 3.6.: For any complex number z with Im(z):;O wc:; can define 


the bounded operator RiZ. The map z ---'ill'Riz is st rongly o:)cr"tor 


continuous on [z: Im(z) :;0] and analytic in the interior of this 


set. It is uniforlllly bounded on horizontal strips of finite width. 


The same results are true for (2_R)iZ. 


ProoF: (ct. @.proof of Le.nma 3.6.]) 


The spectral measure of R is supported on the ooen interval (0.2). 

For any complex numller z with lm(z) -:;;0 the function >- __ )...iz is 


bounded and continuous on (0,2). Thus. we can Jufine RiZ. ~ince ". 


I )...iZ/:; 2- Im(z) if >. ,,(0.2) and since lm(z);:fO by supposition 


there follows that Riz is uniforBly bounded on horizontal Dtrips of 


finite width. rlow let xE;;e and fEE: E> l' 3be the spectr"l ref,olu


tion of R. Than,the restriction of i~ to (l-Ec)~ has its spectrum in 


(E .2) and so has bounded logarithm. Consetjuently. tile function 

RiZ(l-EE)~ is analytic in the entire complex plane. Since ~ is in

jective,(l-"E)X converges to x as £ Joes to zero. Thus. Rl.
z 

(l_EI;:)X 

converges to RiZ(X). in fact uniformly on horizontal strips of finite 

width where Im(z)~O since Riz is uniformly bounded there. Therefore. 

the map z ~ RizX is continuous on {%: Im(z):foj and analytic in 

the interior of this set. 
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~roposition 3.7.: The one-parameter group ~it defined in Defini

tion 3.1. satifies the generalized K.M.S. condition with respect 

toX. 
Proof: (ct. [O.Proof of prop.3.7J) 


Let x.YEX. ,Ie can not set g(z)= <::;;diZ(x) .y) Since tili!> is un


defined. in general. on [z: -1/2~Inl(Z)~O}. iJut we obtain 


2x a 2P(x) = (IHT;:J)(x) = (R1/2(H1/2+(2_R)1/2;))(x) 

and, therefore • 

(8) X s R1/2(z) where z a 1/2·(R1/ 2+(2_R)1/2;)(x). 

Then 

(9) ~it(x)" ,LlitR1/2(z) (2_R)lt R1/2-it(Z) 

and we can define a function 

g(z):= «2_R)iZR1/2-iZ(Z),9> 
on [z: -1/2~Im(Z)~O}. This function is defined. bounded and con

tinuous on [z: -1/2 ~Im( z):;o} and analytic in the interior of this 

sat. since Lemma 3.6. is valid and the multiplication of operators 

is strongly continuous on bounded sets. Using (8) we got 

get) <Llit(x).v) for any HIH. 

There rHtni3ins to show g(t-i/2)II!!Ah for nny tE/R. The equality 

g(t-i/2)" <,«2_1~)it(2_j<)1/2Rit)(Z).Y> • ct. (9) 

<Llit (2-1< )1/2(;;:) .9> 
«2_fI}1/2(z) .~-it(y» 

is satisfied where 

2( 2-R) 1/2( z) (2_f<)1/2(1~1/2+(2_fnl/2;))(X) • ct. (9) 

( T +::JR)( x) , c f. Prop. 2.10 •• ( 5 • ) 

" ::J (T;)+R)(X) 

2:JP(xl 

2;) (xl. 

Conse'luently. 9(t-i/2)=<;)(X) •.:::1- 1t (Y»EAh for any tE/R because 

of Corollary 2.9. and Proposition 3.2 •• (ii). 

Je want to prove 

Proposition 3.8.: The group {Ait: tEm} 1s the unique strongly 

continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators on X mapping 

X onto X and satisfying the generalized K.r1.S. condition with 

rHDpect toX. 
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For this end we show the more gdneral 

Theorem 3.9.: Let A b'l any "'--algebra and let X, X as in paragraph 


tC'IO. Let [vt: t«~} be i) st rongly cont 1nuous unit ory one-parameter 


group onX. mapping K onto X and satisfyinC] t,lt3 g'~neralized 


".ll.~';. conuition with respect taX. Then,t:lis group is the unique 


"trongly continuous unitnry one-;:>C1LJ",ater group with these propsl' 

ti3S. 

~ Let fut: tEUd be another such (Jroup on;;e. fe V~C1nt to show ..
Ut=V for any tEIl/.t 

First. suppose A to be ~-finite and let us denote a normal faith


ful state on A by f./e axtend the both one-paramater groups from 


X to the Hilbert space X f • ~ being the complotion of X with 


r')spoct to the norm f(.(o' ••»1/2. (cf. [7.Prop.2.6~]). The extended 


one-parameter groups are stron:lly continuous Jnd unitary on Jef' 

Th r3y map X f onto ~. wher', ~ denot(!s the norm-completion of X 

in K f • ,,1(;0 tiley satisfy the K.n.C>. condition with r..!spect to X
 

f 
what can bo sean applyin'] f to t'18 gHnrHLllized 1·,.il.J • condition for 

fUt : tEm} and [V t ' tEfR}. reepectiv81y. ConSQ'luontly. from 


[8.Th.3.8 •• Th.3.9.] we derive Vt"U • tE(I{. on ~ and by construc

tion also on 'Je. 

t 


c..econdly, if now A is supposed not to be 6. -finite there dxists 


directed incrl<Jsing net {p.,.(: «IE' I} of projections of ,\ s.Jtls

fying w·-lim p~,"lA such t;,at p..,.i,p,.- is <J b -finito ./"-algebra for 


each c< E 1. Lookin!) for tho Hilbert p",,;\f\,.,-mocJule ~:",{P.<2",P..c·<:::":>'e...-l, 


.:1<", and the groups {P.... Ut : tE Ol}. {p"",vt: t € f~} IJJ eJet 


p",Ut"P~Vt on A.cX for each a<: E I. for any tern. Ther··)fore. Ut"'V
 
t 

for any t~/R on £. So we are done. j:> 

~e remark that for Corollary 3.8. an appropriate genoralization of 

the proof at [8,Th.3.U.] can be realized. But it will be Inrger 

than the prosent one. 

Theorem 3.10.: Let A be any.V--algebra and let X, X as in para


graph two. Let [UtI tECRJ be a strongly continuous one-parameter 


group of unitaries on de. Suppose that Xo is a real submanifold 


of ;;It! being invariant under the action of }(A)h and such that 


{U t : tl!'fR} satisfies the generalized K.~l.S. condition for ~. 

Then [u : tE'fR] also satisfies the generalized K.t1.S. condition
t
 
with respect to the smallest real norm-closed subspace. ~ , in


variant under fut: t" fRJ., cont aining ~ and satisfying X- [:7C]~ • 

Furthermore, 'J<'", i'J<' ufO}, so that if we let Xl denote the nor. 

itclosure of X+i.K, then we can define{Ll : tEIR10nX1 usingX. 
itThen:Je is invariant under fu : t Em] and ut-Ll for any t~ fR on1 t 

Xl' 

~ (cf. ~,Th.3.9J) 

The proof is exactly the same as for /}3,Th.3.9.]. The only diffi 


cult point is to prove that~" r;~J'; . Indeed, let y€'~, let 


{X.,{I ~ e k 
1

, <><= IE IJ be a boundt;ld net and let 9oc. be the genElral1zed 


K.M.S. function (on{z: -l;:fIm(1!:)$'OJ) for the pair (~,(ly)' Assume 

that [x... : <><IEIJ cc)nverges to XE:£with respect to the"I:'l-1;oPology • 

FurthElrmore, first assume A to be .l-finite, and let f be an arbi

trary normal faithful state on A. Then, applying th~ maximum modu

lus principle on the st rip [z: ..1 ~Im( z):ioJ to the funct ion 

f(~-~,) we obtain 

If( 9..-:-g, )(z)/(f( <x:..-xp ,~~x..> )1/2. f( <9.9» 1/2 

for any IIK.Pt!! I and, hence. (f(g.,.c): o<'eI} is a uniform Cauchy 

net of complex-valued functions being bounded and continuous on the 

given strip and analytic on its interior. Moreover, 

lim f(~(t» = lim f(~Ut(x~),y» .. f(~Ut(x),y;» 

... £1 olEI 


so that this Cauchy net converges uniformly to a function fg being 

lefined. bounded and continuous on the given strip and analytic on 

its interior. Horeover, t:,ere holds fg(t-i)-=fg(t)OIf«Ut(x),y». 

Since f was arbitrarily chosen. by [i.Prop.2.5.21~ there has to 

exist an A-valued function g which is defined, bounded and conti 

nuous on [z: -1 ~lm(z)-;-OJ and analytic on the interior of this 

strip, and which satisfios tha boundary conditions 

g(t-i)- get) = <ut(x),y> for any t4lifR. _5 

Therefore. if A 1s i-finite there holds Xl • [.::~:i ]~. 


Suppose now A to be non- 6. -finite. Then. there exists a net (A.c: 

P...: €A, ...c lit 11 of projectinns such that po(Ap'< is 6'-finite for any 


C><EI and w·-lim P"" = :tA' Consequently, R,.c;~.[R.t:X1];for any 


"'" E I and, hence, Xl- [~J:;. The desired statement is proved. 


§4 An interpretation on locally trivial Hilbert bundles 

In two papers of R.G .Swan [11J and .J .Dixmier ,A.Oouady [3] it was 

statcJ that for every locally trivial Hilbert bundle (=(E,X,p,H) 

with compact basi~ X the s,>r of all continuous sections r( f) 1s 

a Hilbert C(X)-,,,odule. Later ,~.O.Takahashi [i2] has proved that 
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for every compact space X the category of Hilbert C(X)-moduli ;;e 
is equivalent to the category of locally trivial ililbert bundles 

r=(E,X,p.H}. The equivalence is realized by the map£~ r( f). 
(cf. [f;.Th.8.11J). Thus. a C(X}- linear op,)rator on~ can be 

interpreted as an operator on r( r) leaving tho fibres invllrinnt. 

Now let X be hyperstonian. Let f be u Hilbert bundle over X with 

the fibre H. For our purpose the Hilbert bundle f must be "full" 

in that sense thatX.r( () has to be self-dual, cf.lheorem 1.2 •• 

Let x~£.. r( f) be as in §2 of the present paper. If we fix some 
" 

XE'X and regard X.'i(x): x~X}~H. X.{x(x): X"'X} ~H.the x P x 
classical Tomita-Takesaki theory on H obtains the bounded operators 

P .Qx.Rx,T .:J .L1!t (tEIR) for the pair (Xx.::k)..)' All these operax x x
 
tors can be continued to bounded operators on H. For the global 


operators defined by (;;;re.x) we get the following property: 

(10) 	 (U(x»(x) = Ux(x(x» for allY XEX. x~=r(r). 
for U= p.f) .1••T.J. Llit (t E' an. 

Therefore, in our setting we could define these global bounded 

operators for the pair (X.,k') by the fonlula (10) only splitting 

the appropriate bounded operators for the pairs (~. X'x)' x <If X • 

on X. 

The natural question arising from this observation is whether or 

not this could be done if we merely suppose that X is any compact 

space.~ .. r( f) is the set of continuous sections of any locally 

trivial Hilbert bundle f over X and :x is a Hilbert C(X)h-module 

out of ;;e. sat isfying the conditions (i) and (11) at the beginning 

of §2 ? 

If both ;;e and X are seU-dual the global operators P.Q.R.T.J can ~ 

be defined in this way. (10). by the appropriate local operators. 

For the strongly continuous unitary one-parameter groups~it:x X, 

t EIRJ the splitted group [d t : t,nJ~} maps ;;e.r( f) into aX larger 

class of sections of the Hilbert bundle r . in general. Therefore. 

this question must remain to be unanswered. 

§5 Remarke on the non commutative case 

Let A be a noncommutative W·-algebra and ~ be a self-dual Hilbert 

A-module. Let~ be as defined in §2 of the present paper. The 

following example shows tha difficulties arising if we try to re

peat our conception for the noncom~utative cas•• 

Exemple 5.1.: Let A-End,(12) where l2ie the count ably generated 
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Hilbert space. LetX",12(A)'and X,.l2(Ahl'. (ct. (4]) •.Ie w,JOt to 

define tha J(A)h-linear projections P:Z---:;;..X. (]:K~ iX. 

If {ai: i=l ••••• n, E':AJ Ei1e is a sequence of finite length and 

if 9i=ali+a2ii. (a1i.a2iEAh)' we would define 

P: {ail i€fri3---'J1o- taU: iElNJ 

Q: fail i£IH) ~ {a2i : iE'[Nl 

by analogy to the (unique) decpmposit ion of each element a E II.
i 


Ilow we take the elemsnt 'b. {bi : b i £ A. i €IN} EI (i.)' where

2

b : --'!I> 8 •i 61 1 

--,lIo ri • j ! 1.
6 j 


b-i: - --'j>. - '
e i e 1 

---:;;.. 6 • j ! i.
ej 

(if rei: i~lN} denotes the stand~lrj orthonormal basis of 1 (1',»).
2 

Therefore, 

P: fbi: 1e'n~J - {i/2.(bi+b~): urn] 
by definit ion. But the sequence [1/2' (b i +b~): iE {N} does not 

belong to l2(A)". To see this we look at 

1/4.[1:: (bi+b~)2](el) • (N+3)/4.e1 , HE'll'l. 

i=l 


Obviously the sequence above diverges and. hence, PCb) doe~ not 

belong to l2(A)". The condition being eqUivalent to p(i)E l2(A)" 

for a cert ain a E: l2(A)" is 

fa1i : i~[}J. 9i=a1i+92i1. a1i ,a2i if AhJ~n2(A)' 
The set o(P) of all euch elements BE 12 (/\)' yields [D(P)]; = X, 
but U(P) is not norm-dense in~. 
If we sum up our results we 	 obtain that P and Q are unbounded 

}(A)h-linear operators on;;le with not norm-dense~ differer;: 

ranges of definition U(P) .U(1) for which :Jl'."=[o(Pl].., = (;;(Q)]T 

= fJ(p),-, U('1)]; • The operator RzP+Q is the identity operator on 

;Ie being i,-linear. The operator ,J is unbounded conjugate-I~-line
ar and it is defineJ on O(Pl~O(Q). J acts there by the formula 

J: a= fa i : iErN] ~ ta~ t 11£ (1'1] 

I.e .. if A is an inf'inite-dimensional "on~om,nutative w·-algebra wa 

can not repeat the bounded operator approach of this paperl The 

main Teason is the unequivalence of the convergence of the series 
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.,.,. 	 ...,. 
by (i) '-Ie obt ain the equality (if a=a1+a2 i € i1t'. D1 • a 2 E" "h)

.L::'aia~ and L:a~ai tr«olb + ba1 )·c,(fA» .. f(a 1 b + ba1 }i=l i=l 

,. f(ab + ba} 


for seCluoncos {ai: Di E A} lEi in h. in gener3l. 

.. tr«alb+bal+i(a2b-ba2})·cf(1A)} 

NON we discuss the case of A being noncomwutative and finite	 for any a Elf', bEX, (cf. proposition 2.4 •• (1)}. Therefqre. 
dimensional. In this case A can be ass~med to be a co~~IBx wJtrix 


0 .. tr«s2b-ba4)'Cf(fA»

Dl~J,)bra of finite dimonsion. The main phenomena will be sho..," by 

.. tr(b.cf(f ), a 2 - a 2 ,C f ('1i\)' bAthe following example. 
for any .b "X=A

h 
• This is true if and onlY if C f (1A ) is a Jia-

Let A be a finite-dim3I1siorl-31 C--algebra and let 
gonal mCjtri.x. sut, since f is arbitrc:rily cilosen,ti'e mGltrix 

X=A wit h t he A-valued inne rproduct <8. tV =ab-. D. b Ei- JIf!':. Let 
can be /jny selfadjoiIrt positive matrix with strictly positive

X.A • :cIince A is finite-<.lil.lsnsional t:1O norr. induced on ",.,;It' byh eigenvalues.

the COlJplex-valueJ inner product f(<-. y) is equivalont to the 


This is a contradiction to our supposition Pf.P tr " 
given Hilbert norm on X. for any faithful positive (normal) state 

Therefore, Pf"P if and only if Cf(~) is " selfadjoint positive
f on A. tly [4.Th.2] for the positive filitr.ful state f,there ",xists tr 

diagonal matrix with strictly positive el(lI-lqnts. 

D bounded linear operator C on X'such t:lat 


<:;umming up we have to ask whether for each finite C·-al:lebra " ilnd(i) f( <a.b»"'tr( <5. 8 (b»> for Dny a,bEX. 

• (11) o&,c=c· r,>spectively to tr(<:.::» and to '(<r•.». 	 for any given X anJ k 1.lxists a f::litilful positive stute f on A such 

(iii) 	Thorn exists C-1 being bounded an~ linear. that th'l induced projection :;t'--+.k'is ~(;\)hlillilar (lnd 

bounded by one with rilspect to the llilllOrt norm on iIt'. unfortunntc[ly the e'1uolity 
ly. we are not able to answer this question at present. 

tr«a.G(t/,)b» tr( <ab.c:(f;.») • f( <Ob,:I.,,» 

2 f( <a.b» '" tr( <a,C(b}) ) 
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<PpaHK M. ES-87-9S 
O,ll,HonapaMeTpHQeCKHe rpynlIbl, B03HHKa;)Il.U1e 
B BeU1ecTBeHHoM nO,ll,npOcTpaHcTBe aBTO,ll,yarrhHblx 
rnnb6epToBblX MO,ll,)meH 

0606U1aI0TC5'! pe3ynbTaTbl M.A.Pw'Pemr H A. cPaH Jl::m5'!,ll,n5'! . 
rHnh6epToBbiX C*-MO,ll,yneH Ha,ll, KOMMYTaTHBHblMH W*-arrre6paMH. J 
H3YQalOTCH HeKoTopLle CneU;HlilJIJ>Hble Bem;eCTBeHHble nO,ll,npocTpaHcT. 
Ba TaKHX rHnb6epToBbiX W*-MO,ll,yneH H OTHOC5'!m;nec5'! K HUM onepa 
TOpbl. B QaCTHOCTH, YCTaHOBneHO COOTHOrneHHe MeJK,ll,Y CHJIhHOHe
npepblBHblMH YHHTal'HblMH O,ll,HOnapaMeTpHqeCKHMH rpynnaMH onepa
TOPOB. CB5'!3aHHblMH C HHMU, H o606m;eHHblM YCJIOBHeM KMlll. Bce 
rnaBHble onpe,ll,eJIeHHH CcPOPMYJII1POBaHbI 6e3 npe,ll,nOCblJIKH KOMMYTa 
THBHOCTH nO,ll,neJKaU1CH W*-aJIre6pbl. J(aeTCH HHTepnpeTaU;HH 9THX 
pe3YJII>TaTOB ,ll,JI5'! MHOJKeCTB aenpepblBHblX CeqeHHH "aBTO,ll,yarrhHhIX! 

OKanbHO TpHBHarrbHblX rHnh6epTOBbIX paCCJIOeHHH Ha,ll, KOMnaKTl1hl 
J
IMH npC)CTpaHCTBaMH. 

Pa60Ta BblllOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH cPH3HKH 
mum. 
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Frank M. E5-87-95 
One-Parameter Groups Arising from Real 
Subspaces of Self-Dual Hilbert W*-Moduli 

The paper generalizes the results of M.A.Rieffel and 
~. van Daele for Hilbert C*-moduli over commutative W*-al
gebras. Some special real subspaces of such Hilbert W*-mo
~uli and the related operators are investigated. Particularr 
ly, the relation is established between strongly continuous 
~nitary one-parameter groups of operators arising from them 
and the generalized K.M.S. condition. All key definitions 
are formulated without any commutativity supposition for 
the underlying W*-algebra. The interpretation of these re
sults is given for sets of continuous sections of "self
jdual" locally trivial Hilbert bundles over compact spaces. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
Ff Theoretical Phy&ics. JINR. 
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